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SURVEYING MAKERSPACES

WHO ARE THE RESPONDENTS?

While makerspaces are beginning to pop up all over the
globe, we currently know little about them and how they
view themselves as educational spaces. Consequently, as
part of the Open Portfolio Project, we reached out to

the United States responded to our survey, in addition
ing a median of 450 visitors annually, with a wide range
ing makerspaces reported that they involve a total of
approximately 1.8 million annual visitors in their maker

zations with maker programming, to learn more about
where they’re situated, who they serve, and the kinds
of activities in which their members regularly engage.
In addition, we sought to better understand how they

larity of the Maker Movement here in the United States.
See Figure 1 below for a visual map of the locations of the
makerspaces participating in the survey and their rela
tive sizes. See also Appendix C for a full listing of each of

alignment with science, technology, engineering, and

tions, and demographics1.

rizing the survey’s results.

FIGURE 1:

Map of survey responses depicting the location and the relative size of the
makerspaces in terms of the estimated daily number of participants/visitors to the site.
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Movement. Making encompasses a wide variety of cat
egories, activities, and learning approaches, which are

tive newness of many makerspaces nationally as well as a
istence for some time but are well aligned with the larger
goals and ethos of the Maker Movement.

names also highlights some of the unique foci of each
space or program. However, this does raise challenges for
visitors, policymakers, and researchers seeking to easily
identify a relevant population of sites with programming.

A “MAKERSPACE” BY MANY NAMES

In this report, we call all 51 sites by a general name:
“makerspace.” However, we note that the sites refer to
themselves by a variety of names and descriptive titles
of services. In fact only around half the sites consider

makerspaces to respond to our survey.
WHOM DO MAKERSPACES SERVE?

sites commonly calling themselves by one or more other

given categories. While these represent the mean across
all makerspaces responding, the sites vary widely in the

titles including the following terms used by three or less
of survey respondents:
TABLE 1:

Race and Ethnicity Across All 51 Makerspaces
ASIAN

BLACK/AFRICAN
AMERICAN

HISPANIC/
LATINO

AMERICAN INDIAN
& ALASKA NATIVE

WHITE

OTHER

14%

20%

18%

0.3%

42%

5%

MEDIAN ACROSS ALL MAKERSPACES

7%

10%

10%

0%

44%

0%

STANDARD DEVIATION

19%

21%

24%

0.9%

30%

16%

MIN. ACROSS ALL MAKERSPACES

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

MAX. ACROSS ALL MAKERSPACES

94%

95%

88%

5%

98%

100%

POPULATION BY HISPANIC/LATINO
ORIGIN AND BY RACE FOR THE US iN
2010

4.8%

12.6%

16.3%

0.9%

63.7%

9.3%

MEAN ACROSS ALL MAKERSPACES

2

strates greater diversity than the current US population

TABLE 2: Most Commonly Reported Tools and Materials Across

Sites

ditionally, the sites surveyed reported serving individu

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS

PERCENTAGE OF SITES

Laptops and computers

51%

3D printers

40%

Every day crafting materials

39%

Laser cutters

26%

Tablets

25%

Multimedia software

22%

that has been subject to a great deal of recent scrutiny

Soldering irons

22%

Photo and video cameras

22%

are representative of the current demographics found

Hot glue guns

20%

Saws / wood and wood scraps

20%

Circuitry tool kits

18%

Coding tools

14%

Drills

14%

MakeyMakey kits

12%

General hand tools

12%

3D modeling software

12%

Robotics kits

10%

Sewing machines / sewing materials

10%

Metal working tools and materials

8%

Vinyl cutters

8%

Smartphone/iPod Touch

4%

Collectively, this paints a picture that stands in stark

be more diverse and holds a great deal of transformative
potential as we think about supporting these young mak
ers across their lifespan.
WHAT TOOLS AND MATERIALS ARE MAKER SITES USING?

mentioned tablets, which hints at a large proportion of
making including digital processes or products. On these

MAKERSPACE PROGRAMMING

Code.org, and

of project involvement opportunities as well as access to
a mix of tools, use instruction, directed challenges, and

ing tools and supplies, including cardboard and paper,
scissors and other cutting tools, tape and glue, as well
as popsicle sticks and googly eyes among others, were

Presentation of work created by the youth at the sites
was an important aspect of core maker programming.

using smartphone cameras to record making activities.

festivals, or public workshops several times during the
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such as portfolio defenses and presentations open only to

seeking to deepen learning in these spaces over time.
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Professional development opportunities, where educa
tors shared program development insights and practiced
skills with educators from other schools, were reported
grams and workshops in neighborhoods, libraries, and
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